
The danger of success is complacency and it breeds failure. The 2019 Andhra Pradesh 
Assembly Elections is a telling tale to validate that.  
 
Going into the background, 2014 Andhra Pradesh(AP) Assembly Polls were a comfortable 
victory for Telugu Desam Party (TDP)  as they went on to bag 102 seats out of 175 while 
their ally Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)BJP managed to grab 4 seats and both gained vocal 
support from film star Pawan Kalyan. That time TDP and BJP contested from 160 and 15 
seats, and secured a vote share of 40.8% and 7.2% respectively. The runner up YSR 
Congress Party (YSRCP) won 67 of 175 seats with 45.7% vote share. Pawan Kalyan’s Jana 
Sena Party (JSP) didn’t contest but supported the National Democratic Alliance (NDA). The 
2% vote share difference between TDP-BJP-JSP alliance and YSR Congress Party 
(YSRCP) meant a tight contest between them.  
 
Besides, what one can infer from the above data was that BJP won 4 seats ‘merely’ due to 
the alliance with TDP as they had no stakes in Andhra Pradesh. But TDP won predominantly 
because of Chandrababu Naidu, and ‘marginally’ due to Modi Wave and Pawan Kalyan’s 
support as far as Coastal Andhra(barring Nellore and Prakasam) was considered.  
 
Hence the 40.8% vote share which TDP secured includes people who were supporters of 
BJP and Kapus(a major caste in AP)/fans who support Pawan Kalyan. The reality was TDP 
might have got more vote share had they gone on their own, but would have won fewer 
seats than what they had won with the alliance. It was inversely proportional.  
Of the 7.2% vote share, BJP achieved, at least half(3.5-3.7) was certainly due to TDP, JSP 
and the remaining might be BJP’s original vote share which is 3.0 - 3.5 which was 
approximately 1% higher than what they usually garner in United AP. Thanks to Modi Wave.  
 
Back in March 2018, exactly a year before AP assembly polls, the TDP-BJP alliance broke 
out and Chandrababu Naidu’s longing was that he wanted to secure that 7.2% vote share 
which belonged to TDP, BJP, and JSP in proportions.  
So Chandrababu Naidu and the Yellow Media (the name given the media channels that back 
TDP in Andhra Pradesh) started being critical of BJP and bashed their unkept promises. 
They managed to bring the Special Category Status (SCS) sentiment back on the picture. 
That way they created an ‘Anti BJP Wave’ in Andhra Pradesh and were successful in 
retaining the BJP’s vote share(comprising both TDP and BJP) to an extent. Consequently, 
BJP is now left with an insignificant vote share which isn’t sufficient to retain deposits in 
Andhra Pradesh. Thanks to Chandrababu Naidu. And that's what happened in the 2019 AP 
Assembly polls. Barring Vishnu Kumar Raju, none of the BJP candidates managed to retain 
their deposits.  
 
But what about the Pawan Kalyan factor? He is an imperative phenomenon that everyone 
has overlooked. He had his own Kapu vote share that is rooted in TDP’s 40.8% and BJP’s 
7.2% vote share, as fans/Kapus who support and follow him voted TDP-BJP in the last 
election. Now they will mostly shift loyalties to Pawan Kalyan as he’s contesting this time on 
his own. This premise concludes whose vote share Pawan Kalyan’s JSP affects; TDP 
predominantly, and BJP and YSRCP marginally. Anyway, JSP’s gain is TDP’s loss, with 
reference to Kapu vote share. Similarly, Indian National Congress (INC)’s gain is YSRCP’s 



loss. But JSP has been relatively gaining more than INC as INC appears non-existent in AP. 
Thanks to AP bifurcation.  
 
People erroneously compared Pawan Kalyan factor to be homogeneous to his brother 
Konidela Chiranjeevi’s Praja Rajyam Party (PRP). But that was way too different. Mega Star 
Chiranjeevi, a star in Telugu Cinema, had independently announced his party and ‘without 
any alliance’ won 18 out of 295 seats he had contested in the United AP in 2009. So the 
percentage of votes he won in 2009 were his original vote share. The other way around what 
Pawan Kalyan did was he floated JSP in 2014 and had offered his support to TDP and BJP. 
So his ‘probable’ vote share was embedded with TDP and BJP. That is how JSP 
considerably made a dent on TDP’s vote bank.  
When Chiranjeevi contested, I reckon he, more or less, equally split the INC and TDP vote 
share. It was sort of unreasonable to think his political debut had affected only a particular 
party (there was a misconception that PRP was the reason for  TDP’s electoral defeat in 
2009 polls). Chiranjeevi fans could just well be in both the parties proportionately. People 
often find different reasons for a defeat. In fact, PRP’s foray into politics vandalized the Kapu 
vote bank of INC at that time apart from cutting anti-incumbency votes. Five years later, JSP 
exactly did the same to the TDP, but with less intensity.  
 



 
(Image Source: Lokniti-CSDS study on AP Assembly polls 2009)  
The table depicts how the Kapu votes consolidated PRP in 2009, which was INC’s vote bank 
earlier in 2004 polls.  
 
Therefore, half the votes Pawan Kalyan had won came from TDP as his potential vote share 
was a subset of TDP in the 2014 elections and he squeezed the anti-incumbency as well as 
Kapu vote share from TDP. Kapus and Balijas are his supporters. His fans are his followers 
and they neither have caste nor party.  
Chiranjeevi’s PRP won majorly in coastal AP, winning 13 of 18 seats they totally won. That 
itself had been an testimony that Pawan Kalyan had a significant vote share particularly in 
that region and that assisted TDP-BJP achieve a ‘Black Swan’ moment in AP elections.  
 
One can realize the fact that the TDP-BJP alliance swept the 2014 AP Lok Sabha Polls 
down from Bapatla to Srikakulam barring Araku, winning 14 out of 15 Lok Sabha seats from 
those regions. It was a ‘Black Swan’ moment just like how NDA bagged 90% of all seats 
from the 11 largest Hindi States in 2014 Indian Lok Sabha Polls. .  



The reasons for it was the considerable number of neutral voters in these regions, Pawan 
Kalyan/Kapu support to TDP to an extent that was unquantifiable and Modi wave being 
relatively more in this region than other parts of AP.  

 
 
This table could be a convincing testament to justify the impact of Modi Wave and Pawan 
Kalyan in 2014 elections. Possibly almost every opinion poll predicted victory for YSRCP till 
February 2014, but after TDP allied with BJP and JSP, the political scenario drastically 
reversed.  
 
As you can see in the table, all opinion polls surveyed in the month of April 2014, which was 
after the TDP-BJP-JSP alliance, had predicted a majority for TDP-BJP alliance. So 
appreciably, the last minute Gathbandhan alliance played a crucial role in bringing TDP back 
to power apart from Chandrababu Naidu’s pro development slogan. In 2014, Chandrababu 
Naidu had two cards(BJP and Pawan Kalyan) to play, but in 2019 he was devoid of such 
cards. He had to rely on himself, his performance and credibility.  
 
The only way Chandrababu Naidu’s TDP could have won 2019 polls was by replicating the 
‘Black Swan’ moment by sweeping the coastal AP(barring Nellore and Prakasam) and North 
AP as YSRCP is likely to retain the seats they won last time in Rayalaseema, Nellore and 
Prakasam districts which are also the regions where they are comparatively strong than 
other regions.  
 
Furthermore, Chandrababu Naidu had evoked Andhra sentiment and played politics of 
regional polarization by blaming K Chandra Sekhar Rao (KCR), the incumbent Chief Minister 
of Telangana State, and BJP for going hand in glove with Jagan Reddy. 
 
On the other hand, Jagan Reddy, leader of YSRCP, had campaigned with his charismatic 
rhetoric and had offered many sops to people. Everyone thought he might improve his 
electoral performance in 2019. As from 2014 - 2019, there weren’t many things that went 
wrong for him. But he astonished everyone by decimating TDP to just 23 seats, where his 
party YSRCP won 151 seats with flying colors. It is due to the fact that everything came 
together perfectly for him - the JSP, huge anti incumbency, his own charisma, the fading 
away of Chandrababu Naidu.  
 
 



The above views are purely personal and are based on empirical observation and rational 
interpretation.  
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